We are truly blessed and thankful for the

MIRACLE OF THE BEADS!

3 of Rachael's Rosary bead images were transfigured
as the 3rd Joyful Mystery of the Most Holy Rosary was being recited in Latin
and filmed on 8/7/2022 during the WFRN pilgrimage at
William Tapley's refuge in Osage, Iowa.

In the above photo, the left-most Our Father bead (for the second mystery) shows an
image of The Immaculate Heart of Mary. It remains unchanged. However, miraculously, the
Our Father bead images for the third, fourth, and fifth mysteries changed from the image of
The Immaculate Heart of Mary to 3 different images—that is, those bead images were
transfigured. Significantly, the Feast of the Transfiguration was celebrated the day immediately
prior to the Miracle! In the photo: the second bead from the left now shows an image of Our
Lady of La Vang (an apparition of Our Lady to persecuted Vietnamese Catholics hiding in the
wilderness); the bead to its right now shows Our Lady Quick to Hear (an Orthodox icon,
belonging to a monastery, from which Our Lady spoke and called herself by that title); and the
bead farthest to the right now shows St. Therese of the Child Jesus and of the Holy Face.
Notably, St. Therese is the patron of Mr. Tapley's refuge. Earlier during the day of the
Miracle, St. Therese had blessed Rachael with the signal grace of a penny on her kneeler at
Mass, to prepare Rachael for the upcoming MIRACLE OF THE BEADS. That Mass, attended by
the WFRN pilgrims, was celebrated at the Shrine of Our Lady of Guadalupe in La Crosse, WI.
The Shrine houses a reproduction of the famous tilma that bears the miraculous Mexican icon.
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The 1st Rosary of each day
is dedicated to the patronage of
THE IMMACULATE HEART OF MARY:
for the Triumph of her Immaculate Heart and for the conversion of Russia.
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The 2nd Rosary of each day
is dedicated to the patronage of
ST. THERESE OF THE CHILD JESUS AND OF THE HOLY FACE:
for our embracing of her Little Way, especially in the refuges.
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The 3rd Rosary of each day
is dedicated to the patronage of
OUR LADY OF LA VANG:
for our good health and physical necessities, especially in the refuges.
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The 4th Rosary of each day
is dedicated to the patronage of
OUR LADY QUICK TO HEAR:
for acceleration of the Parousia, the next coming of Our LORD Jesus Christ.
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Pray The Divine Mercy Chaplet daily,
particularly during the 3:00 Hour.

Eternal Father, I offer You the Body and Blood, Soul and Divinity
of Your dearly beloved Son, Our LORD Jesus Christ,
in atonement for our sins and those of the whole world.
For the sake of His sorrowful passion,
have mercy on us
and on the whole world!
JESUS, I TRUST IN YOU
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The Left photo shows the BACK of the Rosary:
The back of the Cross, as well as the back of the center medallion and the backs of the four
Our Father beads within the loop, all show an image of The Divine Mercy. They remain
unchanged.
The Right photo shows the FRONT of the Rosary:
The front of the Cross has an image of Christ Crucified, set over a St. Benedict “medal”. The
two Our Father beads in the initial “drop” (between the center medallion and the Crucifix)
have no images—since those two beads aren't flat but are spherical, like the Hail Mary beads.
The front of the center medallion, as well as the front of the four Our Father beads within
the loop, all originally showed the same image of The Immaculate Heart of Mary. The front
of the medallion and the front of the Our Father bead to its right (2nd Mystery) remain
unchanged and still show the original image of The Immaculate Heart of Mary.
Yet miraculously the front images on the remaining Our Father beads were transfigured!
Looking counterclockwise on the loop, we see that the last three Our Father beads changed
and now show instead these different images:
3rd Mystery bead – St. Therese of Lisieux.
4th Mystery bead – Our Lady of La Vang.
5th Mystery bead – Our Lady Quick to Hear.
Feast Day of Our Lady of the Rosary 10/7/2022 + + + paula
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